
R A D I O  A 

The 200-inch Palomar telescope and the 100-inch telescope on Mount 

Wilson collaborate with the radio telescope to investigate "radio stars." 

THIICK so[ KCKS of "radio noise" in the cosmos have 
been identified. after months of study. hy the 200-inch 
Hale Telescope at Palomar and the 100-inch Hooker 
Telescope at Mt. Wilson. working in collaboration with 
one of the worlds newest tools of astronomical research. 
the radio telescope. 

4ririo1iricernerit of the discoveries was made last month 
I I ~  the Carnegie Institiition of Washington and the 
California Institute of Techr~olog~.  which jointly operate 
tin- Mount Wi lsori and Palomar Observatories. 

T w o  of  \he sourres identified appear to be turbulent 
gas clouds in the Milk! Way. and the third the "eerie 
of a rollision on a scale so gargantuan that it could 
o(-c'iir only beyond the borders of our own galaxy and 
nut in spare. The identifications were made hy Drs. 
Walter Raade and Rudolph L. Minkowski. staff memliers 
of the Ohserfatories. working in close international PO- 

operation with the active radio research centers i n  E n p  
land and Australia. 

The astronomers ha \e  identified the two outstanding 
radio sources so far  discovered in the heavens- 
Cassiopeia A and Cygruis L a n d  a fainter one. Puppis 
4.  (Radio sources are named for the ronstellation in 
which they appear. with the letter indicating the rela- 
tive iritenqity of the signal emitter?. Cassiopeia A. for 
instance. is the strongest source in that constellation.) 

T w o  of the three newly identified objects-Cassiopeia 
4 and Puppis A-are in our galaxy; Cvgrius 4 is dpfi- 
nitely outside it. 

Cassiopeia 4 roinrides with the center of a rernark- 
alile  mission nebula. or galactic p s  cloud. This i s  

not just a quiet cloud suspended rriotiot~Ies'- in space. 
as are most of ihe galactic nebulae. It roritairis marly 
filaments having highly random motioris. like a crowd 
milling about. hut at speeds of about 31 miles (50 
kilometers I per second. and the filamen ts themselves 
apparently are in a high state nf internal turmoil, 

Spectrographic evidence sccured hy Dr. Minkowski 
indicates that the velocities of atoms within one filament 
vary over a range of roughly 1.800 miles per second. 
There is no evidence. however. t o  show t h : ~  the nehii- 
losity as a wholr is Mowing up.  H~rlc-e. he savs. tlie 
pattern of this peculiar nebula is almost {he opposite 
o f  a supernova. or  exploding star. in lhat the nebula 
formed by a supernova expands rapid1 y while the ran- 
durn motions within that nebula are minor. 

A sizeable discovery 
The optical diameter of the ernis~iori nebula r o i t ~ ~ i r l -  

ing with Cassiopeia A is roughly 5.1 minutes of arc. 
While this is about one-sixth of the moon's diameter. 
the Cassiopeia 4 nphula is at an enornionsly greater. 
though urideterrnined. distance from U P  ~ h a n  the moon. 
arid consequently our entire solar system ~voul(l merely 
be a pinpoint in it. The optiral figure agrees closely 
with 511 bsequent radio measurements at the Cavendis h 
Laboratory- and the [lriiversity of Manchester. Fnaflurul. 

At the position given for  Puppis 4. a relatively weak 
radio source. Dr. Minkowski has found another mas< 
of peculiar filaments in  a n  erni'-'sion nebula. The concli- 
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